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Thequestion that appears is whetherAI based methods
and tools can be used by softwareindustry to support the
developmentof multilingual software. Althougha variety
of workshopsor conferencesessions havealready tackled
problemsconcerning multilinguality (i.e. TKE,IJCAI
PRICAI
etc.), MULSAIC’96
was the first attempt focusing
on howthe AI can contribute to help softwareindustry in
order to solve problemsconcerningmultilinguality.
The workshop was held during the 12th European
Conference on AI (ECAI-96), Budapest, 11-16 August
1996, and brought together people from the software
industry and the AI research community.It provided an
opportunity for people from the software industry to
present particular problemsand questions associated with
multilinguality as well as an opportunity for AI
researchers to showthat AI-basedmethodsand tools can
help improve the current situation. The successful
organisation of MULSAlC’96
and the strong interest of
the participants for another opportunity to discuss
multilinguality and the AI contribution motivatedus to
organise the MULSAIC’97
Workshopin the context of
15th International Joint Conferenceon AI (IJCAI-97),
Nagoya,Japan, August23 - 29, 1997.
MULSAIC’96
was organised in four sessions. The
topics addressedin each session and short descriptions of
the papers presented there are discussed in the next
section. Someinformation on MULSAIC’97
is given in
the final section.

Abstract
This is a report on the MULSAIC’96
Workshopthat
was dedicated to examinethe contribution of AI
methods, techniques and tools to support
multilinguality in softwareindustry. Herewepresent
the main topics covered during the workshopand
giveshort descriptionsof the contributedpapers.
Introduction
Softwaredevelopment,typically, is oriented towardsa
primarymarket,i.e. the software"speaks"the languageof
this market, follows its rules, conventionsand customs,
and does whateveris necessary to makeusers from this
marketfeel comfortable.Anyinstallation in other markets,
with different languagesand culture requires either that
the users adapt themselves to the product, using its
languageand conventionsabout cultural aspects, or that
the productbe convertedfor use in the local market.
With the growing PC user communitymore and more
peoplerequest, and rightly expectthat the softwarethey
use talks their language and respects their cultural
background. Furthermore, with the software market
expanding into new uncharted territories, like the
countries of the former Soviet Union, China and the
countries of Africa it is to be expected that a large
percentageof the newusers will not be able to speakother
languagesor understandother cultural conventionsthan
their own. Even in Western Europeancountries, like
France, legal restrictions are imposedonto imported
software, at least as far as language is concerned.
Additionally, more and more international companies
wantto use existing softwarein their varioussubsidiaries
worldwide.Theinvestmentin the softwaretypically is so
expensive that repeated developmentfor the various
countriesis not justified anymore.Theyrequire globalized
software.
Therefore,multilingualityin the softwareindustry is a
major demandnowadaysfor the companiesthat want to
makebusiness internationally or have subsidiaries
worldwide.

Contributions

to MULSAIC’96

The papers submitted in MULSAIC’96
were 13 in total.
From these papers, 10 were presented during the
workshop.Postscript versions of all the papers can be
found in the WWW
page:
http://www.iit.nrcps.ariadne-t.gr/~costass/mulsaic.html.
Session 1: Software CompaniesExperiences in
Multilinguality
This session addressed the problemssoftware companies
face during the developmentof multilingual software
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applicationsas well as the strategies someof themadoptto
handle these problems. Problems that multilinguality
imposesmaybe
¯ exchanging data in different languages between
countries,

¯
¯
¯
¯

supportingdifferent languagesin the user interface,
processing multilingual documents,
retrieving multilingualinformation,
ensuring consistencyin terminologyand in writing and
translationstyle,
¯ reducingthe translation and in general the localisation
cost.
Thetwo papers presented in Session 1 mainlydiscuss the
experiencesof two large multinational companies,Lotus
and SofwareAG,concerningmultilinguality:
Alan Barrett, in "The Lotus Multilingual Strategy",
concentrates on the main components of the Lotus
mnltilingual strategy and presents the "Notes Global
Designer", a set of tools that allow the developer to
generate multilingual applications using standard
terminology.
Andreas Schlitz, in "Software AGExperiences in
ProducingMultilingual Software", concentrates on the
multilinguality problems Software AGdevelopers and
localisers face duringthe localisation of their products
(inconsistency in terminology, uncontrolled technical
writing, differences in space required by different
languages, multilingual text processing difficulties),
discusses the maincomponents
of SoftwareAGstrategy in
handling these problems and presents the results of
investigations on the use of languagetechnologytools,
performedby SofwareAG.
Session 2: MultilingualResourcesandIntelligent
Translation Tools
Thepapersof this categoryaddressthe contributionof AI
methodsand techniques in the development,management
and exploitation of multilingual resources (lexicons,
thesauri, terminological bases, grammars,ontologies,
translation bases) and translation tools (translation
memory,translation editors, terminology management
systems, translation workbenches,machinetranslation).
Suchcontributionmainlyinvolvesthe
¯ automaticacquisition of multilingualresources,
¯ efficient organisation and management
of multilingual
resources,
¯ exploitation of multilingual resources in software
locaiisationandinternationaiisation,
¯ development
of intelligent translation tools.
Thefive papersof Session2 concentratedon:
¯ the automatic extraction of translation equivalents
fromparallel texts,
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¯ the organisation of terminological and translation
resources,
¯ the mapping of word meanings from different
languagesonto a core conceptontology,
¯ the development
of intelligent translation tools.
Morespecifically:
Sotiris Boutsis and Stelios Piperidis in "Automatic
extractionof bi-lingual lexical equivalenciesfromparallel
corpora" propose the use of a methodthat relies on
statistical and corpus-basedtechniquesfor the automatic
extraction of translation equivalents. The use of such
techniquesensures the easy application of the methodin
different languagepairs.
Alexander Geyken and Vladimir Tourovski in
"Extractionof examplephrases for a bilingual dictionary
of verbs" propose the use of a frame-based bilingual
(French-German) lexicon that contains semantic
information(simple selectional restrictions of the form
"animate-inanimate")and a simple algorithm that makes
useof it
Vangelis Karkaletsis and Costas Spyropoulos in
"Exploitingan AI-basedapproachin multilingualsoftware
industry" proposethe use of a terminological knowledge
base and a knowledge representation
system for
organisation of terminological knowledgein multilingual
softwareproducts.
Br6naCollins and Pfidraig Cunningham
in "Translating
software documentationby example"present a generic
frame-management
system,for the storage of a translation
base. Eachentry in this base can be indexedby entire
strings, individualwordsor syntacticfunctions.
Richard Sutcliffe, Annette McEUigott, Donie O
Sullivan, Anatoliy Anatolievich Polikarpov, Leonid
Aleksejevich Kuzmin,Gear6id O N6ill and Jean V6ronis
in "An Interactive Approach to the Creation of a
Multilingual
Concept Ontology for Language
Engineering"investigate methodsby whichwordsenses in
a variety of different languagescan be mappedonto the
core concept ontology of the International WordNet
project.
Session 3: Multilingual InformationServices
Thecontribution of AI methods,techniques and tools in
the area of multilingual information services was also
addressed.This contributionmainlyconcerns
¯ multilingualinformationretrieval,
¯ intelligent informationservices,
¯ multilingual information exchange.
Thefour papersof this sessionconcentratedon:
¯ the retrieval of information written in a language
different than the oneusedin the user’s query,

¯ the presentation of the informationretrieved into the
user’s (native or selected)language,
¯ the selective access of information written in a
languagespecifiedby the user,
¯ the interpretation of the available information
according to the user requirements and the
presentationof the results to the user in his native or
selected language,
¯ the use of language technology to modelelectronic
bargainingin order to supportmultilinguality
Morespecifically:
GenichiroKikui, YoshihikoHayashiand Seiji Suzaki.
in "Cross-lingual Information Retrieval on the WWW"
present a cross-lingual search systemthey havedeveloped
that provides interface in the native language while
performing multilingual searches on the WWW.
This
systemrelies on two AI modules:a languageidentification
modulebasedon statistic andrule-basedpattern matching,
and a quick MTmodule.
Christian Fhihr, DominiqueSchmit, Philippe Ortet,
Karine Gurtner, Vera Semanovaand F. Elkateb in
"Distributed multilingual informationretrieval" present
the approach of the EMIRproject in multilingual
information retrieval. They discuss the use of a
"reformulation"modulethat can infer newwordsfrom the
original query wordsaccording to a lexical semantic
knowledgebase (reformulation rules). Theyalso discuss
the problemof managingdatabases containing documents
in several different languagesandproposean approachfor
solvingit.
J6rg Sch~tz in "Intelligent Web-basedInformation
Services" presents the AI techniquesemployedin an online multilingual technical informationservice systemof
the automotive industry. He proposes the use of a
knowledge-basedrepresentation of domain,product and
production knowledge. This knowledgebase contains
"language-independent" concepts under which domain
specific terminology
dictionariesare classified.
AarnoLehtola and TimoHonkelain "Multilinguality in
Electronic Commerce- Research Issues" raise the
problemsof multilinguality that have to be solved to
support the International Electronic Commerce
and they
propose ways on how NLP, Machine Translation and
Artificial Neural Networkscan help to overcomethese
problems.
Session 4: Multilingual Generationof Messagesand
Documentation
Thecontribution of AI methods,techniques and tools in
the area of multilingnal generation of messages and
documentation
in software productswasaddressedin this
session. This contributionmainlyconcerns
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¯

the on-line and dynamicgeneration of multilingual
messages
¯ the automaticgeneration of draft documentation
¯ the support of technical writers and translators in
writing messagesand documentation,
andwasexpressedby the twopapersof the session:
Serge Sharoff and Lena Sokolova, in "Contrastive
analysis of software manuals", discuss
cultural
phenomena
and linguistic considerations for manualsin
Russian and English while looking to several phenomena
in German.The features that are valid across languages
are investigated and comparedto other types of technical
manuals.Finally, a contribution of the proposedanalysis
to the multilingual generation of software manualsis
discussed.
Costas Spyropoulos and Vangelis Karkaletsis, in
"Online Generation of Messages: A Knowledge-based
Approach",propose a knowledge-basedapproach for the
online and dynamicgeneration of multilingual and usertailored messages.Thebenefits andcosts of this approach
are discussed and the results of a prototype development
for the generationof bilingual (English, Greek)diagnostic
messagesin a softwareproductare presented.
MULSAIC’97
MULSAIC’97,
based on the results of MIYLSAIC’96
intends to promotethe discussion between people from
sottwareindustry andAI in issues suchas the following:
¯ Multiscript communicationthrough networks
¯ Localisationof user interfaces
¯ Cross-language,language-independent
text retrieval
¯ Languageidentification techniques
¯ Multilingual text generation
¯ Multilingualinformationextraction
¯ Machine Translation (MT) and Machine-Assisted
HumanTranslation (MAHT)
¯ Creation and use of multilingual resources
(dictionaries, terminologies,corpora)
The Call for Participation in MULSAIC’97
can be found
at the WWW
page:
http://www.iit.nrcps.ariadne-t.gr/,,,costass/mulsaic97.html

